
IN-CLASS EXERCISE: CEREAL

Inter/Adv Photoshop                Jessi Franko

OBJECTIVE
This exercise enables you to practice making a selection by using the Color Range Command.

DOCUMENT SET UP
1. Open the cereal.jpg file for today’s class.

2.  Open Photoshop and create a new document 800px wide by 1120px high, 72dpi, white,  and set the color 
 options to RGB.

3.    Create a new Gradient Fill Layer, and name it "Gradient".  Use the Gradient Tool to fill in 
    the layer dark at the bottom, fading to a lighter color at the top.  I used foreground = 
    #F20000 and background #8E0000, but feel free to play around with your own color 
    palette.  HINT:  Remember to hold down the shift key when drawing your gradient.

4. Paste our splashing milk bowl image "cereal.jpg" into a new layer and name it "splash".

5.  Transform the bowl so that it fits on the screen.  HINT:  Command + T (and remember to hold down the shift 
 key to constrain proportions)

6. Remove the white background:  Go to Select --> Color Range, sample the white background and set the 
 Fuzziness value to around 15, then click OK.  Now Expand the selection by Select --> Modify --> Expand and 
 increase the selection to 1px.  Using a hard eraser, delete the unwanted background, but be careful not to 
 remove anything inside the cereal bowl.

7.    Finally Transform the image and rotate it to add more motion to the composite.
    Then, scale down smaller (HINT:  hold down the shift key to constrain proportions!)  
    and place it at the bottom right of the document.

    9. At this point, you can adjust the colors of the cereal bowl if you'd like.  Make 
     sure you are in the "Splash" layer, and then go to Image --> Adjustments --> 
     Replace Color.  Use the Eyedropper in the pop up box to click on your actual 
     cereal bowl, to select that color.  Bring the Fuzziness to around 130 or higher, 
     then play around with the Hue, Saturation, and Lightness, until you get a 
     desired cereal bowl color.  Play around for what works best for you.

8. Add a fun and eye-catching cereal name, using a bold and narrow font, all in caps.  Use Text Warp to play with 
 the text shape a bit. (HINT: Type --> Warp Text) Play around with the text warp shape options until you are 
 happy with the it.  Have fun with it! 

(see icon on bottom)


